New From South Africa

I've added some superb new specimens on the website in this week's South Africa Update (click here).

A small pocket at the N'Chwaning II Mine recently produced some exquisite new inesite specimens. These are sharp, intricate miniatures and thumbnail-sized specimens, in superb condition. I was lucky to have the first chance at these and selected out the ones I judged to be the best. They are much more dramatic than many inesites - they are not just drusy, they have well-defined crystals and crystal groups.
Also from the N'Chwaning II Mine, this update includes a fantastic specimen of hematite and ettringite together - ex. Marshall Sussman.

Moving on from the Kalahari Manganese Fields, this update includes some gorgeous green fluorites from Riemvasmaak - beautiful and distinctive specimens.

Finally, just my usual reminder of late, that prices on the website are in Canadian dollars - a good (approx 20%) discount these days, if you are thinking in (or used to browsing online minerals in) US dollar terms.

For all new specimens at McDougall Minerals, see New Specimens.

If you are receiving this email in any format in which the above links don't work, the addresses are:


http://www.mcdougallminerals.com/New-Specimens.html

Hope you enjoy these specimens!

(If at any time you no longer wish to receive email from us, please just click below to unsubscribe.)

R.